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Abstract: The advent of variability management and generator technology enables users to derive individual system variants from a given configurable system just based on a selection of desired configuration options. To cope with the possibly huge configuration space, researchers have been developing analysis techniques that follow different strategies to incorporate (static) variability. We discuss different strategies (variability-aware analysis and sampling) and evaluate them in different settings (model checking, type checking, and liveness analysis). A key finding is that variability-aware analysis outperforms most sampling approaches with respect to analysis time while being able to make definite statements about all variants of a configurable system.

Generator-based approaches have proved successful for the implementation of configurable software systems [CE00, AK09]. For example, the Linux kernel can be configured by means of about 10,000 compile-time configuration options, giving rise to possibly billions of variants that can be generated and compiled on demand. While advances in variability management and generator technology facilitate the development of configurable software systems with myriads of variants, this high degree of variability is not without cost. How could we analyze all possible variants for defects (type errors, division-by-zero errors, . . .)? Classic analyses consider all (or only some) individual variants and do not scale to the possibly exponential number of variants that can be generated from a configurable system [TAK +14].

In the face of this huge degree of variability, it is imperative to tailor existing analysis approaches to the specifics of configurable systems. A brute-force strategy to analyze an entire configurable system, called variant-based strategy, is to create and analyze each product individually. This is the baseline of our experiments. A practical alternative, the sample-based strategy, focuses on a subset of possible feature combinations (i.e., products) to reduce the analysis load and to identify defects faster. While sampling reduces the analysis effort significantly, the information obtained is necessarily incomplete. A third alternative strategy, called family-based strategy, is to analyze the design and implementation artifacts of a configurable system as a whole (i.e., product family) in a single pass (e.g., by creating a simulator that simulates the behavior of all individual variants), incorporating configuration knowledge [LTP09, CHS +10, ASW +11].

We conducted a series of experiments based on 9 case studies to compare the sample-based strategy and the family-based strategy (with the variant-based strategy as a base line). Specifically, we used a model-checking analysis and conducted experiments to compare the verification performance and the ability to identify defects of all three strategies [AvW +13]. We concentrated on undesired feature interactions, a specific class of defects that is especially challenging for verification, because they emerge between mul-
tiple features and not within individual features [CKMRM03]. In a second series of experiments, we evaluated different family-based analyses for C on real world systems (LINUX, BUSYBOX, and OPENSSL) [LvK+13]. In particular, we implemented and evaluated family-based type checking and liveness analysis (a standard data-flow analysis) based on the variability-aware parsing framework TYPECHEF [KGR+11].

Overall, we found that family-based analyses scale well—and even outperform some of the sampling analyses—while still providing complete information on all system variants. Our experiments also revealed that the success of a sample-based strategy depends on how many variants of the system contain defects and how many variants are chosen in the sample set; The success of the family-based strategy depends on the similarity between variants, represented by the potential for handling analysis facts for multiple variants at the same time. While sampling can reduce the verification time significantly, this does not necessarily increase the effectiveness of verification, because many defective system variants may be missed. Finally, for large systems, such as the LINUX kernel, we observed that sampling does not scale as already calculating a meaningful sample set is a great obstacle because of the large number of variants.
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